Saturn l200 fuel pump

This engine has been the flagship powerplant of the company except when they briefly built a
V8 in â€” The staple of their high-end sedans, it was given twin-turbos for the Mitsubishi GTO ,
and became the most powerful car ever built by the company at the time. It was installed with
two valves per cylinder, and used Mitsubishi's ECI-Multi multiple port fuel injection fuel delivery
system. The compression ratio was 8. A supercharger was installed and exclusive to the
Debonair. The compression ratio for the supercharged model is 8. The 6G71 engine was also
converted to run on LPG , a version which was only available to the Debonair and mainly
intended for commercial taxi use. The Mitsubishi models were with a 3. Turbo chargers were
built by Mitsubishi. The 6G73 is a valve SOHC design with two valves running off a single cam
lobe on the exhaust valves using a forked rocker arm and each intake valve actuated with two
cam lobes, with a smaller bore than the 3. Bore and stroke are The engine has low-profile cast
aluminum heads which help it to fit into compact engine bays, while pent-roof combustion
chambers increase efficiency and make room for four valves per cylinder, arranged in a
cross-flow pattern with a "tumble" intake port for both strong breathing and low emissions.
Spark plugs are centered in the combustion chambers. A toothed timing belt is used. It uses
Multi-port fuel injection and uses forged steel connecting rods. The gasoline direct injection
version of the 6G74 was launched in April as the first GDI V6 engine ever produced. It differed
from the basic 6G74 in many ways apart from its unique fuel injection system â€” it had a
crown-curved rather than flat piston head, upright intake ports rather than angled, and a
Mitsubishi claimed 30 percent better fuel economy, a 30 percent reduction in emissions, and
higher power outputs than diesels. In the interest of durability, the pistons are high-pressure
castings attached to forged steel connecting rods that swing from a heat-treated forged steel
crankshaft. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. Redirected from Mitsubishi 6G7x engine.
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Archived from the original on Retrieved Allpar, LLC. Mitsubishi Motors technologies. Categories
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Download as PDF Printable version. Wikimedia Commons. SOHC 2 valves x cyl. DOHC 4 valves
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Mitsubishi 6G7 engines. You want your car to provide a comfortable ride along with safety; so
of course you bought a quietly powerful highway cruiser like the suburb-friendly Saturn L It's
not surprising that family-minded drivers understand how to find the highest quality at a fair
price when buying Saturn L car and van parts. When you selected the Saturn, you selected a
vehicle of high quality and great value; you can protect your decision by using only the most
top-notch components. A nice car or truck from Saturn is as inherently striking as the ring
bound colorful planet that donates this car or truck it's insignia. When in search of rugged
design, sleek features and lower cots, vehicles crafted by Saturn can be trusted to provide.
Saturn is an up and coming business that manufacturers durable vehicles that also feature high
style sleek designs. Enthusiasts who pick a Saturn are aware that performance and comfort are
worth preserving; excellent parts and accessories can keep your car or truck going strong. You
and your loved ones deserve to have a comfortable environment along with enduring reliability;
that's why you bought a vehicle like the stylish Saturn L All the well-informed drivers know how
to get the best bang for the buck when buying Saturn L parts. The Saturn you chose was
created with care and expertise; it ought to get new OEM components of the same high level of
reliability. Your Saturn L Fuel Pump moves gas from the fuel reservoir to your car's fuel
injectors, where it's blended with oxygen for use in the cylinders. Since electronic fuel injectors
have virtually supplanted obsolete carburetion devices, modern Fuel Pumps have to pump fuel
under pressure; they are therefore electronic. Most fuel pumps sit in your gas tank; since liquid
fuel will not combust, this is the safest location for installation. Auto enthusiasts who enjoy
performance car or trucks know that absolutely nothing is more important than having the
newest replacement parts for your car. Restoring your beloved car or truck with superior parts
is the best strategy every single time. Selecting a Saturn is an intelligent choice, now
maintaining it in great shape is an even better idea. Many times the most difficult thing about
maintaining a car or truck is searching for an honest source for trustworthy parts. Use They are
available for the following Saturn L years: , , , 03, 02, This part is also sometimes called Saturn L
Gas Pumps. The turnaround time for the part was great. Great care was taken in the packaging
to protect the part. I have not put in the part yet but if it works like the delivery service, I know I
will be happy! This part was cheaper than anywhere else and I got it quickly. It installed no
problem and works great ever since. Product works great so far, customer service was
excellent. I am not a robot and not being paid for this review. Thank you for asking my opinion. I
saved hundreds of dollars by purchasing from Parts Geek. You will have my business as long
as you continue to do great business. I've referred 7 people to you already. Thank you for the

savings and my pump works well. Skip to main content Menu. Close X. Call To Order: To return
a part, simply submit a support ticket within 30 days of ordering and we will issue you an RMA
number to return your product. See customer service page for refund and return details. We
scour the web to make sure PartsGeek always has low prices. You can buy with confidence!
Click to Enlarge. Replacement Fuel Pump. Shipping Options: Free Ground Shipping. Delphi W
Fuel Pump Assembly. Product SKU: W Delphi FG Fuel Pump. Product Note: Fuel Pump Module
Assembly -- Fuel tank contamination is the leading cause of premature fuel pump failure. To
reduce risk of contaminating the replacement pump, Delphi recommends cleaning the fuel tank
before installing a new pump. Use of fuel tank cleaning kit FC01 is recommended. Features:
years of OE experience, supplier to the world's top automakers, OE Heritage and knowledge
built into every aftermarket part, comprehensive portfolio for a wide range of vehicles and
model years. Delphi is a global OE manufacturer and all fuel pumps are built to Delphi's OE
standards Empty float height and float retention matches OE specifications and guarantees
correct gas gauge reading Lower amperage draws less load on vehicle's electrical system
Lower failure rates due to its innovative design and durability Part is validated, tested and
matched to the right vehicle application. Package Contents 1 Module Assembly. Features:
Bosch "Better than OE design", improves upon ease of installation, drivability of your vehicle
and extends the life of the vehicle Bosch Aftermarket Fuel Assemblies are built and tested to
the same rigorous quality standards as our OE fuel pumps to ensure a long, reliable service life
Patented Turbine Pump technology virtually eliminates fuel pulsation, noise, and reduces
hot-start problems Designed to operate under extreme temperatures and under low fuel
conditions while maintaining an extended service life All Bosch fuel pumps are 'end-of-line'
function tested in order to ensure highest quality and performance. Quality: Premium - High
quality new replacement part. Product SKU: TYC Fuel Pump. In any car or truck, one of the most
vital elements is the fuel pump. As the name suggests, it pumps, fuel from the tank to the
engine. This is why, if a fuel pump malfunctions, it will usually result in a major disaster. There
are a number of common signs of a faulty fuel pump which every vehicle owner should know. It
will help them find out what is wrong and get it functioning properly again. Find out the
symptoms of your Saturn L fuel pump problems and take it to a reliable auto expert to get it
replaced promptly. Signs of a Malfunctioning Fuel Pump A fuel pump needs to work efficiently
at all times for your car or truck to run. If it has problems, there are a few common signs that
will let you know that it is not functioning as it should and needs to be inspected, including: The
engine does not start: This is the most severe sign of a malfunctioning fuel pump. If you ignore
the signs of a problem fuel pump, this is where you are likely to end up - with a car that will not
start. When this important component malfunctions to the point that your car refuses to start, it
means that fuel is not able to reach the engine upon ignition. Due to this, you will hear the
sparks trying to ignite, but unable to because there is no fuel to burn. To diagnose this type of
malfunction, you should get your vehicle checked for a blown fuse as well as pressure in the
fuel line, because the reading on the gauge should be 0. The vehicle surges: If your vehicle
does not lose power while you are driving, you may find that it surges, which means that it
accelerates with no driver input. Many mistakenly blame the fuel filter for this, reasoning that
dirt and rust are not getting trapped properly. It is much more likely that this surge is because
the fuel pump resistance within its motor is irregular as a result of normal wear and tear and
also, age. This creates a situation where the fuel pump is unable to draw enough electricity
needed to maintain the pressure for steady speeds and may result in a sudden surge with an
increase in pressure. Other common signs of a faulty fuel pump are sudden power loss when
the vehicle is under stress, loss of power while accelerating and sputtering engine at high
speed. If you experience any of these symptoms, you should definitely get your Saturn L or
Saturn L fuel pump inspected and replaced if necessary. You can get an estimated based on
your city and specific car, meaning that you can find out Saturn L fuel pump replacement cost
in your location. Fees and taxes are not included in the estimate. Get quality auto parts and
accessories at unmatched prices with great savings and value. Read more reviews. Catalog: E.
Vehicle Engine Saturn L Catalog: A. Vehicle Saturn L Catalog: B. Delphi is a global OE
manufacturer and all fuel pumps are built to Delphi's OE standards Empty float height and float
retention matches OE specifications and guarantees correct gas gauge reading Lower
amperage draws less load on vehicle's electrical system Lower failure rates due to its
innovative design and durability Part is validated, tested and matched to the right vehicle
application Condition: New Shipping Options: Ground Fitment Information:. Catalog: H.
Shipping Options: Ground Fitment Information:. Catalog: D. Vehicle Notes Saturn L Catalog: T.
Catalog: P. Catalog: Q. Catalog: K. Catalog: N. For more information go to We've Made a Site
Update. Refresh to the latest version. Retrieve quote. Track order. Sign In or Create Account.
Every Purchase Supports. Texas Relief Efforts. Select your vehicle. Saturn L Fuel Pump. Sel
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ect your vehicle year. Refine by:. Fuel Pump part. Returns Policy. Quantity Sold. Recommended
Use. Fuel Sending Unit Included. Product Fit. Shop Saturn L Fuel Pump. Showing 1 - 10 of 10
results. Sort by:. Vehicle Info Required to Guarantee Fit. Core Charge. Add to cart. Part Number:
BS Part Number: AC Part Number: H Universal Fit. Page 1 of 1 Showing 1 - 10 of 10 results. May
07, Great value for the money. Fit and works great. Purchased on Apr 22, Jul 03, I love doing
business with them. They're cheap and your part is on time maybe even earlier. Purchased on
Dec 07, Helpful Automotive Resources. You might be surprised to find out how many issues can
potentially prevent your car from starting. And consult the previous article in this series
regarding fuel pump symptoms to understand how both continuous and returnless fuel
systems. Contact Us. Phone Number Shop with Confidence. All Rights Reserved. Terms of Use.
Privacy Policy. California Supply Chain Disclosure. Accessibility Statement.

